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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the Dirichlet problem for the singularly perturbed second
order quasilinear system of the form
d2 y dy
« s A y , t q g y , t , 0 - t - 1; 1.1 .  .  .2 dtdt
y 0, « s a « , y 1, « s b « , 0 - « < 1; 1.2 .  .  .  .  .
where y, g, a , and b are all n-dimensional vectors and A is a n = n
w x w xnonsingular matrix. Smith 1 and Zhu and Lin 3 have both considered
the above given problem subject to the assumption that there exists an
 .n-dimensional continuously differentiable vector-valued function f y, t
 .  .such that the Jacobian = f y, t ' A y, t . This is a strong restriction. Is ity
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assumption with no other additional conditions imposed and yet obtain the
 .  .same result. In this paper, we first transform the problem 1.1 , 1.2 into
its equivalent boundary value problem of the singularly perturbed system
in the critical case also called singular singularly perturbed boundary
w x.value problem, see 4, 5 ; next, we construct a formal asymptotic solution
of the problem by the boundary function method; finally, we make the
remainder estimate of the solution by using the Banach fixed point
 w x.  w x.theorem see 6 and Riccati transformation see 2 so as to prove that
the formal asymptotic solution obtained is a real solution of the problem.
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND PROBLEM TRANSFORMATION
 . Nq2  w x.H1 Suppose that A, g g C D = 0, 1 and a , b gy
Nq2w x nC 0, « for some nonnegative integer N, where the domain D ; R0 y
and « ) 0.0
 .  .H2 Suppose that there exists a unique solution y t on the inter-0
w xval 0, 1 for the initial value problem
dy0 y1s yA y , t g y , t , y 1 s b 0 , 2.1 .  .  . .  .0 0 0dt
 .   . .and all eigenvalues of A t J A y t , t have negative real parts for all0
w xt g 0, 1 .
To avoid the assumption on the existence of potential vector function
 .f y, t mentioned above, we can't follow the regular singularly perturbed
w x w xmethods which were taken by Smith 1 and Zhu and Lin 3 . We are trying
 .to use the singular singularly perturbed method to deal with problem 2.1 ,
 .2.2 .
 .  .Let « dyrdt s z, then 1.1 can be written as an equivalent system of
the form
dz dy
« s A y , t z q « g y , t , « s z . 2.2 .  .  .
dt dt
0z A y , t z q « g y , t .  . .  .  .  .  .  .Set x J , F x, t, « J , x t s , then 2.2 can bey ty  .0z 0
written in a simpler form
dx
« s F x , t , « , 2.3 .  .
dt
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and
A t 0 .
F t J F x t , t , 0 s , 2.4 .  .  . .x x 0  /I 0n
where I is the n = n unit matrix. When taking the 2nth order nonsingu-n
 . y1 .lar square matrix E t and its inverse E t as
y1A t 0 .A t 0 . y1E t s , E s , . y1 /I I  /yA t I .n n n
one has
A t 0 .y1E t F t E t s . .  .  .x  /0 0
 .Hence F t has n zero eigenvalues and n eigenvalues with negative realx
parts. There exist n eigenvectors which are linearly independent corre-
sponding to the zero eigenvalues which are the n column vectors of the
 .T  .  .2n = n matrix I , 0 . This shows that 2.2 or 2.3 is a singular singularlyn
 w x.perturbed system see 4, 5, 7 .
 w x.Following the boundary function method see 9 , we construct a formal
 .asymptotic solution to 2.3 as
t




jx t , « s x t « q ??? , .  . j
js0
N
P zjP x t , « s P x t « q ??? , P x s ; 2.6 .  .  . j  /P y
js0
and the boundary layer functions satisfy
P x ` s 0, j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 2.7 .  .j
To ensure the existence and uniqueness of the above boundary layer
functions, it is very important to find the stable invariant manifold through
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the point P x s 0 of the system0
dP x 0A y q P y , 0 P z .0 0 0s F x 0 q P x , 0, 0 s , 2.8 .  . .0 0  /P zdt 0
0  .  .where y J y 0 . System 2.8 is equivalent to the system0
dP z dP y0 0s A 0 P z q h P z , P y , s P z , 2.9 .  .  .0 0 0 0dt dt
0 . w  .  .xwhere h P z, P y J A y q P y, 0 y A 0 P z which satisfies0 0 0 0
­ h ­ h
h 0, 0 s 0, 0, 0 s 0, and 0, 0 s 0. 2.10 .  .  .  .
­ P z ­ P y0 0
 .  .Thus it is not difficult to obtain that the system 2.9 satisfying P z `0
 .s 0 and P y ` s 0 is equivalent to the integral equations0
t¡ A0.t A0. rys.P z t s e P z 0 q e h P z s , P y s ds, .  .  .  . .H0 0 0 0
0~ 2.11 .
`
y1P y t s A 0 P z t q h P z s , P y s ds . .  .  .  .  . .H0 0 0 0¢
t
 .With 2.10 one obtains that there exists a unique solution P z s0
  ..   ..  w x.P z t , P z 0 , P y s P y t , P z 0 see Chap. 13 in 10 of the inte-0 0 0 0 0
 .  .gral equations 2.11 for P z 0 sufficiently small and we have0
P y 0 .0
`
y1s A 0 P z 0 q h P z s, P z 0 , P y s, P z 0 ds .  .  .  . .  . .H0 0 0 0 0
0
J Q P z 0 . 2.12 .  . .0
y1 .   .. .  .  .It follows from 2.10 that ­ Qr­ P z 0 0 s A 0 . So 2.12 has a0
 .   .. Nq2unique inverse function P z 0 s P P y 0 , which belongs to C by0 0
 .  .H1 , in the neighborhood of P y 0 s 0 by the inverse function theorem.0
This is the analytical representation of n dimensional stable invariant
 . nmanifold of 2.9 . Let V ; R be the maximum domain of definition of the
Nq2 .function P, then P g C V .
 .   . 0.H3 Suppose a 0 y y g V.
 wIt follows from the definition of stable invariant manifold see 11,
x w x.  .  .  .  .Theorem 9 or 8 and H3 that the problem 2.9 , 2.7 , and P y 0 s
E0 .  .  .a 0 y y has unique solution P x t and P x t ª 0 as t ª `; i.e.,0 0
 .P x t tends to zero exponentially as t ª `.0
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3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A FORMAL ASYMPTOTIC
SOLUTION
 .  .Put 2.5 into 2.2 and separate the equations on variable t and t . We
obtain
dz dy
« s A y , t z q « g y , t , « s z ; 3.1 .  .  .
dt dt
dP z¡
s A y , P y , «t z q P z y A y , «t z .  .  .
dt~ 3.2 .q« g y q P y , «t y g y , «t , .  .
dP y
s P z ;¢ dt
 .where the variable t of z and y in 3.2 should be expressed as «t .
 .  .  .Substituting the expansion of x t, « in 2.6 into 3.1 , expanding it in « ,
and comparing the like powers of « on both sides, we obtain the problem
 .  .2.1 and the following initial value problems on x tj
X Xz s y t , y s D t y q f t ; y 1 s b ; j s 1, 2, . . . , 3.3 .  .  .  .  .j jy1 j j j j j
Xy 1 .  .w   .  . .  .x  .where D t s y A t B y t , y t , t q g t , B z , y , t s0 0 y
w  . x­ A y, t z r­ y,
N
jg t s g y t . t , b « s b « q ??? ; .  .  . . y y 0 j
js0
 .and the f t are functions which are composed of these functions orj
constants only depending on the lower indices i s 0, 1, . . . , j y 1 in defi-
 .nite ways. Since 3.3 is an initial value problem of the linear system for
 .  . w xeach j, there exists a unique solution z t , y t on 0, 1 for each j sj j
1, 2, . . . .
 .Similarly we have a boundary value problem for P x tj
dP z dP y¡ 0 00s A y q P y , 0 P z , s P z ; .0 0 0~ dt dt 3.4 .
0¢P y 0 s a y y , P z ` s 0, P y ` s 0, .  .  .0 0 0 0
dP z dP y¡ j jÄ Äs A t P z q B t P y q y 0 q P g t , s P z ; .  .  .  .j j j j j~ dt dt¢P y 0 s a y y 0 , P z ` s 0, P y ` s 0, .  .  .  .j j j j j
3.5 .
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Ä 0 Ä 0 .   .  . .  .   . .where B t J B P z t , y q P y t , 0 , A t J A y q P y t , 0 ,0 0 0
 . N j  .a « s  a « q ??? , and P g t are functions which are composed ofjs0 j j
these functions or constants only depending on the lower indexes i s
0, 1, . . . , j y 1 in definite ways. By mathematical induction, it follows that
E .  .P g t ª 0 as t ª ` for each j. The problem 3.4 has a unique solutionj
 .  .by the description after H3 in Section 2. Problems 3.5 are all linear
boundary value problems, so it is easy to verify that their solutions are
¡P z t s H t P y t .  .  .j j
t
y1 Äq C t C s B s y 0 q P g s ds, .  .  .  .  .H j j
`~ 3.6 .t
y1P y t s F t a y y 0 q F t F s .  .  .  .  . . Hj j j
0
s
y1 Ä= C s C j B j y 0 q P g j dj ds, .  .  .  .  .H¢ j j
`
 .   . . <  .  .where H t J ­ P h r­h , F t and C t are solutions of thehsP yt .0
matrix initial value problems
dF
s H t F , F 0 s I , 3.7 .  .  .ndt
dC Äs A t y H t C , C 0 s I , 3.8 .  .  .  .ndt
Ä .  .  .respectively. It is easy to see that H t ª A 0 as t ª `; namely, A t y
 .  .H t ª 0. Furthermore, H t satisfies the Riccati equation
dH
2Ä Äs B t q A t H y H . 3.9 .  .  .
dt
 0 .In fact, for any given P y g V, we have an identity A y q P y, 0 y0 0
 . .  .­ Pr­ P y P y P P y ' 0. Differentiating both sides of the identity in0 0 0
 .  .terms of P y and substituting P y t for P y, we obtain 3.9 immedi-0 0 0
 .ately. We should mention here that 3.9 will play a key role in matrix
diagonalizations later. We can also get the estimate
5 y1 5 5 y1 5F t F s F C exp ys t y s , C t C s F c 3.10 .  .  .  .  .  . .0 1
for 0 F s F t , where c, c , s are all positive constants. Thus it follows1 0
E .  .that P x t ª 0 as t ª ` for each j by virtue of 3.6 and the exponentialj
 .decrease of P g t . This completes the construction of the formal solutionj
 .  .2.5 , 2.6 .




jx t , « J « x t q P x , n s 0, 1,2, . . . , N ; .  .n j j  /«js0
<L J x , t z s 0, y s y t , 0 F t F 1 , .  . 41 0 4.1 .
< 0L J x , t z s P z t , y s y q P y t , t G 0, t s 0 , .  .  . 42 0 0
L s L j L .1 2
 .  .THEOREM. Under the conditions H1 ] H3 , there exist positi¨ e constants
 xd ) 0, « g 0, « , and c ) 0 such that for 0 - « F « there exists a unique0 0
 .  .  .solution x s x t, « of the problem 2.2 , 1.2 lying in the d neighborhood of
the cur¨ e L and satisfying the inequality
Nq15 5x t , « y x t , « F c« , 4.2 .  .  .N
w xwhich holds uniformly for t g 0, 1 as « ª 0.
Proof. Let
y t« s y t , « q t b « y y 1, « q 1 y t a « y y 0, « , .  .  .  .  .  .  .ÄN N N N
z s z q z t , « , y s y q y t , « . .  .Ä Ä ÄN N
5  .  .5 5  .5Obviously, x t, « y x t, « and x t, « are of the same order asÄN
« ª 0.
 .  .Substituting them into 2.2 , 1.2 , we obtain equations
¡ dzÄ
« s A y t , « , t z . .Ä ÄNdt
q B z t , « , y t , « , t q « g y t , « , t y .  .  . .  .Ä Ä ÄN N y N~ 4.3 .
qQ x , t , « q p t , « , .  .Ä1 1
dyÄ
« s z q Q t , « q r t , « ; .  .Ä¢ 2 2dt
y 0, « s 0, y 1, « s 0, 4.4 .  .  .Ä Ä
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where
Q x , t , « J A y q y t , « , t z q z t , « .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä .1 N N
q « g y q y t , « , t y A y t , « , t z .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä .N N
y B z t , « , y t , « , t q « g y t , « , t y .  .  . .  .Ä Ä ÄN N y N
y A y t , « , t z t , « y « g y t , « , t , .  .  . .  .N N N
Q t , « ' 0, .2
r t , « J A y t , « , t z t , « q « g y t , « , t y « zX t , « , .  .  .  .  . .  .1 N N N N
r t , « J z t , « q « a « y b « q y 1, « y y 0, « .  .  .  .  .  .2 N N N
y « yX t , « . .N
Q x , t , « r t , « .  .Ä1 1 .  .  .  .Let Q x, t, « s , r t, « s .Ä Q t , « r t , « .  .2 2
 .The function Q x, t, « has the following important property which canÄ
5 5 5 5be established with a direct verification, namely if x - d , x - d andÄ Ä1 2
d ) 0 small enough, then there exists a constant c ) 0 such that0
5 5 5 5Q x , t , « y Q x , t , « F c d x y x , 4.5 . .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä1 2 0 1 2
and
5 5 Nq1r t , « s O « 4.6 .  .  .
w xholds uniformly for t g 0, 1 as « ª 0.
 < 1w x w x. 5 5 5  .5Let V s x x g C 0, 1 = 0, « , x # J « sup x9 t, «0 0 F t F 1
z5  .5  .  .  . 4  <qsup x t, « - `, x s , y 0, « s y 1, « s 0 ; F s f f gy0 F t F1
w x w x. 5 5 5  .5 4C 0, 1 = 0, « , f ## J sup f t, « - ` . It is easy to verify0 0 F t F1
that V and F are both Banach spaces. Define operators A , P : V ª F as« «
follows: for any x g V,Ä
dxÄ
A x J «Ä« dt
A y t , « , t B z t , « , y t , « , t q« g y t , « , t .  .  .  . .  .  .Ä Ä ÄN N y Ny x ;Ä /I 0n
P x J yQ x , t , « . .Ä Ä«
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 .  .Thus the problem 4.3 , 4.4 is changed into
A x q P x s r . 4.7 .Ä Ä« «
w xWe shall make use of Theorem 6.1.1.1 in 6 to finish the proof of our
theorem, so we are to prove the following:
 . y11 There exists a constant c such that there exists A : F ª V,0 «
and for any f g F, Ay1 satisfies«
c0y15 5 5 5A f # F l « f ##, l « F . 4.8 .  .  .« «
 . 5 5 5 52 For each pair x , x satisfying x # F d , x # F d , one hasÄ Ä Ä Ä1 2 1 2
5 5 5 5P x y P x ## F m « , d x y x #, .Ä Ä Ä Ä« 1 « 2 1 2
 .where d is sufficiently small and m « , d is a positive continuous function,
 .monotonic in d , such that lim m « , d s 0.d ª 0
 .  .  .The result 2 will be obtained immediately from 4.5 , where m « , d s
c d .0
 .  .3 There exists d 9 « ) 0 such that for all d - d 9, one has
l « m « , d F 1 y g , g g 0, 1 . 4.9 .  .  .  .
5 5  .  .  .If r ## - gd 9rl « , then 4.7 has a unique solution x s x* t, « inÄ Ä
5 5  . 5 5   . .5 5  N .x # - d 9, and x* t, « satisfies x* # F l « rg r ## s O « . ItÄ Ä Ä
 .follows then that there exists a unique solution x s x t, « of the problem
 .  .2.2 , 1.2 satisfying the estimate
5 5 Nx t , « y x t , « F c« . .  .Ny1
 .Replacing N y 1 by N, we obtain 4.2 .
 .  .  . 5 5If 4.8 holds, take d 9 s « 1 y g rc c , N G 2, then 4.9 and r ##0 0
3 2 2 .  .F c « - « g 1 y g r c c will hold for « ) 0 sufficiently small.3 0 0
y1  .We need only to prove the existence of A and the estimate 4.8 so as«
to complete the proof of the theorem.
According to the definition of A , the existence of Ay1 is equivalent to« «
that for any f g F, the linear boundary value problem
¡ dzÄ
« s A y , t z q B z , y , t q « g y , t y q f t , « , . .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄN N N y N 1dt~ 4.10 .
dyÄ
« s z q f t , « ; y 0, « s y 1, « s 0 .  .  .Ä Ä Ä¢ 2dt
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 .has a unique solution x t, « satisfying the estimateÄ
Ä Ä y15 5 5 5x F l « f , where l « s O « as « ª 0. 4.11 .  .  .  .Ä
 .  .  .Obviously, 4.8 is implied from 4.10 and 4.11 .
 .To prove the uniqueness and existence of the solution of 4.10 , we
w x w x w xintroduce a partition of the interval 0, 1 into two parts 0, t and t , 1 ,0 0
 .  .where t s y 2rs « ln « , s ) 0. Then 4.10 becomes0
¡ dzÄ
« s A t q « A t z y « A t D t y .  .  .  .Ä Ä1dt
2~ 4.12 .q« P t , « z q P t , « y q f t , « , .  .  .Ä Ä1 2 1
dyÄ
« s z q f t , « ; y 1, « s 0, t F t F 1; .  .Ä Ä¢ 2 0dt
¡dzÃ Ä Ä Ä Äs A t z q B t y q « P t , « z q « P t , « y q f «t , « , .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã1 2 1dt~ 4.13 .
dy tÃ 0s z q f «t , « ; y 0, « s 0, 0 F t F t s ; .  .Ã Ã¢ 2 0dt «
z t , « s z t , « , y t , « s y t , « ; 4.14 .  .  .  .  .Ã Ä Ã Ä0 0 0 0
Ä .  .where P t, « , P t , « , i s 1, 2, are the known nth order square matricesi i
 .  . wwhose norms do not exceed the order O 1 . Let z s A t j , y s I qÄ Ä n
y1 y1Ã Ã .x  .  .  .  .  .  .« A t j q h, where A t J D t A t y A t A t , then 4.12 be-1
comes
dj¡ Ä« s A t j q « P t , « j q P t h q f t , « , .  .  .  .11 12 1dt~ t F t F 10dh
Äs D t h q « P t , « j q P t h q f t , « , .  .  .  .¢ 21 22 2dt
4.15 .
Ãh 1, « q I q « A 1 j 1, « s 0, 4.16 .  .  .  .n
Äwhere P , f , i, j s 1, 2, are all the known matrices or vectors whose normsi j i
 .do not exceed the order O 1 .
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 .  .Substituting y q h t into y in 4.13 , we obtainÃ Ã0
¡dzÃ Ä Ä Äs A t z q B t y q h t q « P t , « z .  .  .  . .Ã Ã Ã0 1dt
~ Ä 4.17q« P t , « y q h t q f «t , «  . .  .  . .Ã2 0 1
dyÃ
s z q f «t , « ; y 0, « q h t s 0. .  .  .Ã Ã¢ 2 0dt
 .Then 4.14 becomes
Ãz t , « s A t j t , y t , « s I q « A t j t . 4.18 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã0 0 0 0 n 0 0
 .  .It follows easily that the variational problem of the problem 2.1 , 3.5
 .  .  .on y t , P z t , and P y t is0 0 0
dw d¨¡ Ä Äs D t w , s A t ¨ q B t u q w 0 , .  .  .  . .
dt dt~ du 4.19 .s ¨ , u 0 q w 0 s 0, w 1 s 0, .  .  .
dt¢¨ ` s 0, u ` s 0. .  .
 .  .  .The solution 3.8 of problem 3.6 implies that 4.19 has a zero solution
only, which is equivalent to that there exists a unique solution of the
 .  . w x  w x.  .problem 4.15 ] 4.18 on the interval 0, 1 see 7 . To prove 4.11 , set
 .  .Z t, s, « and Y t to be solutions of matrix initial value problems
dZ
« s A t Z, Z s, s, « s I , t F s F t F 1, 4.20 .  .  .n 0dt
and
dY
s D t Y , Y t s I , 4.21 .  .  .0 ndt
respectively. We have then
5 5 ys  tys. 5 y1 5Z t , s, « F ce , Y t Y s F c for t F s F t F 1. .  .  . 0
4.22 .
Let
Z t , s, « 0 .ÄF t , s, « s .  /0 Y t .
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and consider a matrix integral equation
tÄ ÄQ t , t , « s F t , t , « q F t , s, « P s, « Q s, t , « ds, 4.23 .  .  .  .  .  .H0 0 0
t0
 .  .P t , « P t , «11 12 .where P t, « J . / .  .« P t , « « P t , «21 22
Ä 2 n  . < w x w x . 5 5 5 5 4Let F s f t, « f g C t , 1 = 0, « , R , f J sup f - ` .«0 t F t F10Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄThen F is a Banach space. Define P : F ª F as follows: P f JÇ« «
t Ä Ä .  .  .H F t, s, « P s, « f s, « ds for any f g F. Thus it is not difficult to gett0 Ä .  .from 4.22 and the definition of P t, « that for any f g F,
Ä5 5 5 5P f F « K f . 4.24 .« ««
Ä5 5It follows that P F « K, which implies that there exists the inverse of the«
 .operator I y P for « sufficiently small. From 4.23 , we obtain that«
Ä y1 Ä .  .  .Q t, t , « s I y P F t, t , « is a fundamental solution matrix of the0 « 0
 .homogeneous equation of 4.15 . Thus by the Gronwall inequality we know
that there exists a constant K such that
5 5Q F K . 4.25 .«
jÄ  .  .Therefore it implies that for all f g F, any solution z s of Eq. 4.15h
satisfies
1
5 5 5 5z F K f . 4.26 .« «
«
A t 0 . .  .And then by the transformation x s z , we have that 4.11Ä ÄI q « A t I .n n
 . w xholds for any solution of 4.12 on the interval t , 1 .0
 . w xNext for 4.11 on the interval 0, t , by the Riccati transformation0
ÄI q H t S H t .  .z jÃ ns , 4.27 . /y  /  /Ã S I hÄn
 .we can change 4.13 into
¡ Ädj Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äs A t y H t j q « P t , « j q P t , « h q f t , « , .  .  .  .  .Ä11 12 1dt~
dhÄ Ä Ä Ä Äs H t h q « P t , « j q P t , « h q f t , « , .  .  .  .Ä¢ 21 22 2dt
4.28 .
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Ä Äwhere P and f , i, j s 1, 2, are all matrices or vectors whose norms do noti j j
 .  .  .exceed order O 1 , H t is defined by 3.9 , and S satisfies the equation
dS Äs H t S q S H t y A t q I , 4.29 .  .  .  . . ndt
whose general solution is
t
y1 y1 y1S t s F t CC t q F t F s C s C t ds, 4.30 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
0
 .  .  .  .where F t and C t are determined by 3.9 and 3.10 , respectively, and
C is an arbitrary nth order matrix. Here we can take C s 0. Therefore it is
easy to prove that a fundamental solution matrix of the homogeneous
 .equation of 4.28 is
C t 0 .ÄC t , « s q O « . 4.31 .  .  . /0 F t .
 .  .  .Furthermore F t and C t satisfy the estimate 3.10 . Thus this result
 .  .and 4.27 imply that any solution of Eqs. 4.13 also satisfies the estimate
Ä .  .  .4.11 and l « s O 1 . This completes the proof of the theorem.
 .Remark. If the matrix A t is conditionally stable, then the result holds
 .yet in this paper as long as H3 is modified suitably.
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